
FULL RED

003180 - Sauce Marinara
Full Red® Marinara Sauce is a lightly seasoned traditional sauce with chunks of
sweet, fresh-tasting tomatoes.  Its clean, vine-fresh flavor makes it perfect as is or,
if desired, the addition of a restaurateur's own signature seasonings.
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Vine-ripened fresh tomatoes,
blend of extra virgin olive oil and
sunflower oil, salt, onions, sugar,
black pepper, basil, oregano,
parsley, and naturally derived
citric acid.

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

FULL RED Stanislaus Food Products Sauces

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

01704 003180 30071933017046 6 6 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

45.5lb 39.4lb No USA Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

18.5in 12.6in 7.25in 0.98ft3 8x7 730DAYS 55°F / 90°F

Handling tips to prevent sauce spoilage:  1) Always use
top quality seasonings, 2) Chill heated sauces as rapidly
as possible, 3) Keep open sauces refrigerated until use,
4) Never combine old and new sauce batches.
Stanislaus is proud to unconditionally guarantee the
quality of all our products -- every day, can after can,
year after year. We welcome your call at 800-327-7201!

Full Red® Marinara Sauce can be
used as-is to dress pasta, or as a
quality base to creatively make a
signature sauce.

For a mildly seasoned classic marinara
sauce, just open a can of Full Red(r)
Marinara, heat and serve. To create your
own signature sauce by adding special
seasonings, first saute the seasonings in
olive oil (to fully infuse their flavors), then
add to the sauce.
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